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PUNJAB EXAMINATION COMMISSION
EXAMINATION 2017, GRADE - 5
ENGLISH PART – A (Objective Type)
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General Instructions

t.p

Signature of Dy. Superintendent(CNIC)--------------------

1) Read carefully and attempt all questions.
2) Encircle the correct option of each MCQ as shown in the example below.
Example

He likes to _____________ Islamabad.
a) visiting

d) visits

ul

c) visit

b) visited

3) Use black/blue ink for writing. Use of lead pencil is not allowed.
4) If more than one option is encircled in a question, no mark will be given.

es

5) Marks: 50 Part-A (Multiple Choice Questions) Total Time: 50 Minutes
Total
Instructions: - Twenty-five (25) Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) are given in this part.
Each question carries 2 marks.

Q. No.1. The group of words having all proper nouns is
b) Pencil, China

c) Sindh, Sea

d) Indus River, Arabian Sea

R

a) Ali, City

Q. No.2. What should you say to your sister who helped you in your homework?
a) Sorry dear.

b) Thank you!

c) I don’t care.

d) No problem.

Q.No.3. _____________flowers are beautiful.
a) This

b) That

c) They

d) Those
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Q.No.4. Choose the correct diagraph to complete the word “Photogra______”.
a) ph

b) sh

c) gh

d) ch

Q.No.5. In the given picture, the lamp is ___________ the table.
a) from

b) to

c) under

d) on

a) mission

b) fountain

c) fortune

d) mention

Q.No.7. We stayed in ______ beautiful house in Murree.
b) an

c) the

d) any

t.p

a) a

k

Q.No.6. A word that rhymes with “mountain” is

Q.No.8. I will__________ my birthday with my family.
a) celebrate

b) celebrated

c) celebrating

d) celebrates

Q.No.9. My sister _____ me in studies but she is _____ her room now.

c) helps, cleaning

b) helps, cleans

ul

a) help, cleaning

d) helping, cleans

Q.No.10. When I ______ the house, it was ______.
a) left, raining

es

c) leaving, rained

b) leaving, raining
d) left, rained

Q.No.11. The sentence with correct capitalization is
a) Islamabad is The Capital of Pakistan.
b) islamabad is the Capital of Pakistan.

c) Islamabad is the capital of Pakistan.

R

d) islamabad is The Capital of Pakistan.

Q.No.12. The sentence with correct punctuation is
a) Did you buy these vegetables, and meat.
b) Did you buy these vegetables and meat!
c) Did you buy these vegetables and meat?
d) Did you buy these vegetables and, meat
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Q.No.13. Which of the following options can be used to make a compound word that starts
with “rain”.
a) cloud

b) bow

c) sun

d) sky

Q.No.14. Ayesha scored ___________ marks in her class.
a) most high

b) higher

c) more highest

d) the highest

Q.No.15. Every student in this class ______ intelligent.
a) am

b) are

k

c) has
d) is
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Read the following paragraph carefully and answer Q. No. 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.

ul

Q.No.16. The boy came near the balloon to

t.p

I always dreamt of flying. I am a brave child. After mastering the earth, I started imagining my success
in the sky. I live in a mountainous area which is an ideal tourist spot. Flying was
my passion. One afternoon, I sighted an object that looked like a parachute. So I
rode my bike and reached the spot. It was a balloon. One of my friends was
standing there. He called me to help him. I held one of the ropes attached to the
balloon. I was supposed to hold onto the rope until the balloon was filled with
air and ready to fly. There were two men holding the seat of the balloon for the
pilot. Mr. Jawad lit the burners to heat the air and the balloon swelled up. Hot air
began to fill in the balloon.

a) show the parachute to his brother.
b) meet his friend at the spot.
c) watch the flying object.

d) look at the men standing there.
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Q.No.17. The boy was holding the rope to
a) fly in the air

b) light the burner

c) keep the balloon down

d) tie it to the ground

Q.No.18. The thing which was helping the balloon to fly was
a) the mountainous area

b) the rope

c) hot air produced by the burners

d) the parachute
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Q.No.19. Flying was his passion which meant he ___
a) knew how to fly

b) disliked flying

c) had strong desire to fly

d) helped pilots to fly

Q.No.20. The topic sentence of the paragraph is
a) I am a brave child.

b) I started imagining my success in the sky.

c) I live in a mountainous area

d) I always dreamt of flying.
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Read the following paragraph carefully and answer Q. No. 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25.
Penguins are interesting birds. While other birds fly, Penguins do not. They
are great swimmers. Their wings have developed into big flippers which
allow them to swim very fast. They spend around half of their time in water
and half on land. Penguins come in different colours and sizes. There are
seventeen species of penguins. Each species of penguin is different from the
other in looks, behaviour and habitat. Some build nests to raise their young
ones, others burrow, and some place eggs on their feet.
Q.No.21. The word “species” means
a) colours

b) kinds

c) sizes

d) birds

a) water

b) desert

c) flight

d) hills

a) Land

t.p

Q.No.23. In which word is the sound of “L” silent?
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Q.No.22. Penguins spend half of their life in

b) Half

c) Colours

d) Place

Q.No.24. Which sentence is an opinion?
a) Penguins are interesting birds.
b) Their wings are like big flippers.
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c) Penguins come in different colours.

d) There are seventeen species of Penguins.
Q.No.25. Why are penguins good swimmers?

a) They spend half of their time on land.
b) Their wings are like big flippers.
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c) They are of different sizes and colours.
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d) They place eggs on their feet.
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